#SMDM17: Keynote with Kathleen Sebelius

SMDM 2017 conference attendees had the privilege of welcoming former HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius to Pittsburgh as this year's keynote speaker. She is one of America's foremost experts on national and global health issues, human services, and executive leadership.

HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius highlights the ACA's goal of unlocking of health information for improving quality and value. #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/4Qfkt4cX24

Kathleen Sebelius's keynote talk was on "Using Data to Improve the Health of the Nation."
"Using data to improve the health of the nation" keynote begins with @Sebelius #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/6q4bJrfXqw

21st Secretary of @HHSgov Kathleen Sebelius talks about the need for evidence-informed, data-informed health decisions #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/QiOuGOXAiB
Stacey Springs
@SpringsStacey
Sebelius: Why ACA was a priority for Obama? Data in mid-2000s; we live sicker, die younger, spend more on healthcare #SMDM17
6 MONTHS AGO

Sarah Munro
@SarahMunro
Investing in data. The HITECH act increased EHR use in hospitals from 9-84% from 2008-2015 in US. Incredible #smdm17 @Sebelius
6 MONTHS AGO

Gratianne Vaisson
@GVaisson
"you can't fix the economy without fixing healthcare" @SecSebelius #smdm17
6 MONTHS AGO

Logan Trenaman
@Logan_Trenaman
"You can't pay for quality unless you measure quality." Kathleen Sebelius #smdm17 @Sebelius
6 MONTHS AGO
Brilliant Kathleen Sebelius speaking about Using Data to Improve the Health of the Nation #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/7o48e66Oi3

@MUEHLSCHLEGEL MD @SMUEHLSCHMD - 6 MONTHS AGO

Holly Witteman
@hwitteman

And lest Cdns feel smug, we're barely ahead of the US & behind many countries on nearly every measure. We can & should aim higher. #SMDM17 twitter.com/springsstacey/

6 MONTHS AGO

Sarah Munro
@BirthKnowledge

Sebelius: We had HHS “Datapaloozas” with engineers, policy, data enthusiasts to “unlock” and use health datasets in novel ways. #smdm17

6 MONTHS AGO

Sarah Munro
@BirthKnowledge

More about the Datapalooza described by @Sebelius #smdm17 forbes.com/sites/michaelm...

6 MONTHS AGO
The highly engaging @SecSebelius on the importance of quality outcomes in healthcare delivery system reform #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/Ux6JCzcMaG

CHRISTOPHER GAYER @CGAYER126  ·  6 MONTHS AGO

Logan Trenaman
@Logan_Trenaman

Sebelius: Medicare was almost entirely fee-for-service. The plan is to tie 50% of payments to quality by 2018. #smdm17

6 MONTHS AGO

Holly Witteman
@hwitteman

#SMDM17 This is an example of value-based healthcare, a growing trend in many countries. IMHO: great concept, tricky to get measures right.

6 MONTHS AGO
Look at the timeline - impressive policy impact on implementation of value based programs in US @Sebelius smdm17 pic.twitter.com/gOJB34oM9

Logan Trenaman @Logan_Trenaman

Sebelius: Medicare is moving towards measuring quality by individual provider. #smdm17
#SMDM17 Sebelius: changes after tying payment to quality (no control condition): 2.1 million fewer incidents of patient harm in hospitals. pic.twitter.com/X6fjVPPdsB

@HOLLYWITTEMAN · 6 MONTHS AGO

Sebelius: MACRA received bipartisan support and will most likely move ahead. #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/TV9FEq8fBe

@WILLIAMDALE_MD · 6 MONTHS AGO
@parent_liz MACRA = Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act CHIP = Children’s Health Insurance Program #SMDM17

#SMDM17 @parent_liz just pointed out to me (knowing my dislike of acronyms) that MACRA has an acronym within an acronym!

Sebalius: Two parts of the future: data analytics and precision medicine. #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/nxgQwubCXn

Stacey Springs
@SpringsStacey

Sebalius: HHS uniquely positioned to facilitate use of genomic data to drive medical outcomes #SMDM17 #precisionmed
Sebelius: Global Health Security is a critical issue - No wall is going to protect us from microbe coming into the US #SMDM17 #globalhealth

First question for Sec Sebelius - Will you run for President? (No answer offered.) #SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/O0Kw8x2wbD

21st secretary of @HHSgov says we should focus on prevention, consumer engagement, & access for all while talking value-based care. #smdm17 pic.twitter.com/ydQE7u3s5c

William Dale, MD/PhD @WilliamDale_MD

Sebelius: "Bundled payments would have started today. Stopped by an orthoped." (i.e. Tom Price.) #SMDM17

Sarah Munro @BirthKnowledge

@Sebelius calls for vigilance to protect open data. The more it’s in the open domain the harder it will be to dismantle #smdm17

Stacey Springs @SpringsStacey

Sebelius: doesn’t matter if Tom Brady is throwing the ball, if you have nobody there to catch it - analogy to data collection/use #SMDM17
Kathleen Sebelius (about single-payer) - "I believe in competition. With regulatory oversight to encourage it."
#SMDM17 pic.twitter.com/JtGgfFBp5

@WILLIAMDALE_MD - 6 MONTHS AGO

Sarah Munro
Birth Knowledge

Applause for idea to shift payment model to incentivize primary care (and for @JustinTrudeau to come to US - I think we'll keep him) #smdm17

@SMDM17 - 6 MONTHS AGO

Holly Witteman
@hwitteman

#SMDM17 Sebelius: Health is not what happens between a doctor and patient, it's about how we live our lives.

@SMDM17 - 6 MONTHS AGO

Sarah Munro
Birth Knowledge

How do we shift providers toward value based care? @Sebelius suggests it's generational, change is hard, but it will happen in time #smdm17

@SMDM17 - 6 MONTHS AGO
Wonderful talk by @SecSebelius at #smdm17. Lots to ponder. Grateful for your service and it was an honor to meet you. pic.twitter.com/shnnBJQleW